Indigenous peoples have been quite useful to political elites in Latin America almost since the time of the conquests by Spanish and Portuguese adventurers in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, indigenous people supplied the foundations for a trope, both literary and political, essential for the construction of cultural, ethnic, racial, and political identities distinct from the traditional colonial masters of emerging Latin American states, as well as from that great power to the north. This paper looks at one aspect of this rich development by focusing on the "noble savage," the construction of Caribbean (and principally Cuban) political identity, and the formation of governance ideals. The focus will be on three people, separated by hundreds of years but all connected by the parallels of their lives and their place within Caribbean literary and political thought.
Martí finds rich embellishment in the great speeches of Fidel Castro. With Fidel Castro we witness the maturation of the process of denaturing the Indian from indigenismo. The essay ends with a consideration of the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples from the perspective of this constructed Cuban indigenismo without Indians. In a Cuba without Indians, but where the memory of the Indian is revered, Cuba can seek to assert the rights of indigenous peoples everywhere without having to confront the issue of its own Indians. In a construction of a social and ethnic order in which the Indian has disappeared, to assert the right of indigenous people in Cuba is to assert the rights of the Cuban nation as a singular but blended mass. mulatería 3 as a new standard of purity, which was first used against Spanish race hierarchies of the colonial period. They then used these against the racial purity of politics deployed by North Americans in their quest to replace Spain as the dominant colonial power in the Hemisphere. 4 Its continued utility in Cuba stands out in contrast to its abandonment in much of Latin America after the 1940s. 5 Dead, the Indian could be transformed, generalized, denatured, and repackaged for the benefit of emerging elites. The Indian became a key ingredient in the construction of a new indigenous people in the Caribbean. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, indigenous people supplied the foundations for a trope, both literary and political, which is essential for the construction of cultural, ethnic, racial, and political identities distinct from the traditional colonial masters of emerging Latin American states, as well as from that great power to the north. This trope, in turn, was part of a larger discussion within Latin America pitting a mestizaje-based political and literary theory against nations with large mixed populations. It also placed a more North American perspective in places like Argentina and Chile with smaller indigenous and African populations. 6 Indigenismo thus fractured in meaning-pointing to original peoples, the blended post-conquest populations, or the indigenous characteristics of a dominant European population in its new territory.
This paper looks at one aspect of this rich development by focusing on the "noble savage" as a transformative element in the construction of Caribbean (and principally Cuban) political identity and the formation of governance ideals. The emphasis will be on the activation of that nobility through sacrifice (extinction) and transference. Each of the three people focused on in this writing proved critical to the development of the idea of the Indian and his apotheosis as the demos of Cuba. This paper starts with an analysis of the construction of that great archetypical figure of Cuban history-a Taíno Indian from the island of Hispaniola, el indio Hatuey-by the sixteenth century cleric and reformer, Bartolomé de las Casas. 7 De las Casas' recounting of the treatment of indigenous people in the lands colonized by the Spanish proved to be a culturally important indictment of the Spanish conquest of the Caribbean. Through his writings Hatuey becomes a mythological figure of great power. His story, with significant Christological overtones of ministry, journey, betrayal, torture, sacrifice, and transfiguration, becomes a pivotal moment in Cuban history and Spanish literary tradition. Hatuey dies a great leader of indigenous rebellion against European conquest. He is reborn centuries later as the first great patriot and martyr of reconfigured indigenous people of Cuba within which Indians play a marginal role. 
Martí.
9 Like Hatuey, José Martí's life was one of struggle, journey, ministry, denial, and, ultimately, sacrifice in the vindication of the construction of the Cuban nation and the struggle for Cuban independence. Martí, like the Spanish before him, confronts the Indian in Cuban life. But Martí is both constructed and self-constructed in the service of the creation of the idea of "Cuba." For that purpose, the Indian becomes important. Yet, unlike the Spanish, Martí deploys the Indian in the service of the construction of Cuban national indigenismo. But a curious thing happens to el Indio Hatuey and the Taíno on the road to Cuban independence. In Martí's essays, the Indian is transformed into symbol, and that symbolic value is then naturalized in the colonial peoples of the Caribbean, who become the heirs to and the successors of the Indians exterminated by the Spanish. In the essays of José Martí, the Indian serves as the basis for a political theorizing of race and ethnicity in Latin America that provides the point of comparison with and distinction from the great imperial power of the United States. The power of the extinct Indian, of Hatuey and the Taíno, reduced to a symbolic and past-tense Indianism, serves as the basis for a new indigenismo, to be built on an assimilation of the racial and ethnic components, into a new and blended indigenous state. Caribbean indigenismo of the nineteenth century required mestizaje and mulatería. To succeed, the pure Indian, like the pure blanco, must disappear within the blended ethnos that constitutes each new (and distinct) nation. For Martí and the new Cuban state, indigenismo is built without the Indian. Vol. 33 cuban-ethnic-nostalgia.html (Feb. 19, 2008, 11:39: 12 With Fidel Castro we witness the maturation of the process of denaturing the Indian from indigenismo. By the late twentieth century, all Cubans are Indians, and Hatuey came to warn them of the destructive power of invasion by an imperial power. But now that imperial power is the United States, and the greatest cacique martyr is a white man from Argentina. At the end of the twentieth century, it is Che Guevara 13 who emerges as the natural successor of el Indio Hatuey. El Indio has become a white man lamenting the passing of the Indian and in indigenismo has become the shroud whose shape describes the corpse of the Indian it envelopes. That corpse now occupies a pride of place only in beautifully illustrated books of literature or history and in the rhetoric of the people comprising the Cuban nation.
But this construction has ramifications beyond the formation of political states. In particular, this literary and political construction of the Indian within Caribbean socio-political culture has effects not only on the internal construction of Cuban (and larger Caribbean) society, but also on the way in which "blended" race states such as Cuba approach the developing international "law" of Indians. The paper thus ends with a preliminary consideration of the way in which Cuba's understandings of its own indigenismo critically affects its international position as it confronted the United Nation's Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 14 adopted by the Sixty-first United Nations General Assembly Plenary at its 107th & 108th Meetings in September 2007.
15 That confrontation appears to suggest From Bartolomé de las Casas through José Martí and to Fidel Castro, the Indian has ascended in the estimation of the Cuban nation corresponding to their disappearance as physical being and an autonomous people within Cuba. Cuban nationhood, its indigenismo, has no place for the Indian. That is, it has no place for the Indian apart from their contribution (by blood and culture) to the construction of an entirely new strain of indigenous people in the Caribbean. The Caribbean strain of indigenismo acquires an ironic character in the hands of Martí and thereafter in those of Castro. It is grounded on an Indianism 16 in the past tense, and ultimately, in an indigenismo with no Indians. In the hands of these Caribbean theorists, el indígeno becomes powerful and sympathetic only at the moment that he is sacrificed and made extinct in cultural memory if not in fact. The sacrifice of the pure Indian paves the way for a transcendent indigenismo into which the heroes of the Cuban Revolution can fall. And there will be great ironies in this progression from betrayal, imprisonment, torture, humiliation, death, and transformation into a transcendent ideal.
These politico-religious tropes resonate in the lives of authentic Cuban heroes and serve as a base for their authority and legitimacy as Cuban. In a Cuba without Indians, but where the memory of the Indian is revered, Cuba can seek to assert the rights of indigenous peoples everywhere, without having to confront the issue of its own Indians. In a construction of a social and ethnic order in which the Indian has disappeared, to assert the right of indigenous people in Cuba is to assert the rights of the Cuban nation as a singular but blended mass. That blended understanding strongly influences the way in which states like Cuba approach the international regulatory context for the protection of indigenous peoples.
II. The Apocryphal Story: El Indio Hatuey
There are many versions of the story of the Indio Hatuey. ). This speech served as an indictment of Spanish methods and intentions and as an inversion of the position of conquered and conqueror-here the voice of civilization, and of the Christian virtues, was that of a "savage" and "pagan" Indian. You are not ignorant that there is a rumor spread abroad among us of the Spaniards Arrival, and are sensible by woeful experience how such and such (naming them) and Hayti (so they term Hispaniola in their own language) with their Inhabitants have been treated by them, that they design to visit us with equal intentions of committing such acts as they have hitherto been guilty of. But do you not know the cause and reason of their coming? We are altogether ignorant of it, they replied, but sufficiently satisfied that they are cruelly and wickedly inclined: Then thus, he said, they adore a certain Covetous Deity, whose cravings are not to be satisfied by a few moderate offerings, but they may answer his Adoration and Worship, demand many unreasonable things of us, and use their utmost endeavors to subjugate and afterwards murder us.
27
The speech has served future generations well as an indictment of Spanish duplicity and of the hollow promise of religion in the service of the state. But at the time the speech did not produce the required effect. Too many people doubted-they stubbornly refused to heed the warning. Some stories suggest that Hatuey then led a somewhat successful guerilla campaign against the Spaniards in the eastern part of the island, around the places where centuries later the Cuban revolutionaries would base much of their military campaign against the Spaniards and sixty years later Fidel Castro would find a base for his operations. En 1511, Diego Velásquez partió de La Española (ahora la República Dominicana) para conquistar y colonizar a Cuba. Entre sus soldados estaba Hernán Cortéz, que posteriormente conquistaría a Méjico. Al llegar a Cuba, Velásquez fundó a Baraco la primera población española.
Hatuey, un jefe Taíno de isla de La Española, que había escapado en canoas con alrededor de cuatrocientos hombres, mujeres y niños, advertio a los cubanos lo qué podian esperar de los españoles. Él les explicó la necesidad de unirse contra los hombres blancos el enemigo común, los que habían infligido mucho sufrimiento a su pueblo.
Según lo reportado más tarde por el sacerdote Bartolomé de Las Casas, Hatuey mostró a los cubanos una cesta llena de oro y de joyas. Y dijo "este es el dios que los españoles adoran. Por esto ellos luchan y matan; por esto nos persiguen y es por eso qué tenemos que lanzarlos al mar"
Elos nos dicen, "que adoran a un dios de la paz y de la igualdad, pero usurpan nuestras tierras y nos hacen sus esclavos. Nos hablan de un alma inmortal y de sus recompensas y castigos eternos, pero roban nuestras pertenencias, seducen a nuestras mujeres, violan a nuestras hijas. Y como no pueden igualarnos en valor, estos cobardes se cubren con hierro que nuestras armas no pueden romper."
Los Taínos de Cuba oriental y central no podían creer el horrible mensaje de Hatuey, y solamente unos pocos se le unieron.
La estrategia de Hatuey contra los españoles fue la de atacar, a manera de guerrilla, y después dispersarse a las lomas, donde los se reagrupaban para el siguiente ataque. Por cerca de tres meses las tácticas de Hatuey mantuvieron a los españoles a la defensiva, asustados de dejar la fortaleza de Baracoa. Gracias a un traidor, Velásquez pudo rodear y capturar a Hatuey. En Febrero 2, 1512, Hatuey fue atado en una hoguera en el campo español, donde fue quemado vivo. Momentos antes de encender el fuego, un sacerdote le ofreció la salvación de su alma, mostrándole la cruz y pidiendo que él aceptara a Jesús para ir al cielo. "¿Hay gente como ustedes en cielo?" Preguntó Hatuey. "Hay muchos como nosotros en cielo" contestó el sacerdote. Hatuey contestó que él no deseaba saber nada de un dios que permitía que tal crueldad fuera hecha en su nombre.
Id.
30. This transformation was lost on Americans, even sympathetic ones, for a long time as well. Reflecting their own view of the world and the necessary order of society, they might better picture him as an Indian chief in the American Western style. A travelogue from the 1930s nicely captures this view. SYDNEY A. CLARK, CUBAN TAPESTRY 44-46 (1936) . After paraphrasing the story of Hatuey, "a fugitive from similar atrocities in Haiti," id. at 45 (from de las Casas), the author noted, It must be said in fairness that Velazquez did what he could to restrain the cruelties of his men and make the lot of the Indians bearable but he was overwhelmed with the responsibilities of setting up an old civilization in a crude and virgin land. He probably questioned too, as most people of his time did, whether a naked savage was properly to be classed as a human being or an animal. Id. at 46.
The parallels to the martyrdom of Jesus are inescapable. Here was a man who sought to do good in the face of evil, who sought to expel the money grabbers from the temple that was Cuba, whose vision was rejected by his people, who was betrayed by a follower, judged by powerful strangers, suffered and died so that his people might live, and who in death achieved an eternal presence in the living cultural memory of the place of his martyrdom. De las Casas found in Hatuey the perfect personification of the humanity of the Indian and a perfect mirror against which to highlight the barbarities of the civilized and superior conquerors. In Hatuey all is inverted. Catholicism appears as the paganism of the early Roman Empire. The Taíno of Cuba appear as the Christians led to the Coliseum for the amusement of the Roman populace.
Thus dies the first martyr of Cuban nationalism-though el indio Hatuey did not know that at the time. 30 Hatuey might have thought he died as one of what would be a growing number of Indian patriots resisting the aggressive and undocumented migration of European peoples into their lands. This serves as the first irony of the death and transfiguration of Hatuey. But more than that as well. In Bartolomé de las Casas' hands, Hatuey also died a martyr for a reformed Catholic Christianity by a noble death, a martyrdom really, and one which was served up by de las Casas as an indictment of the practices of Spanish Catholicism. This serves as the second irony. Yet, this religious A plaster-cast, commercially produced American Indian holding a long-stem pipe sits cross-legged in the center of the altar (Fig. 4) . Flores calls him El Indio de la Paz, or Indian of Peace. Flores remarked, 'The Indians serve like sentinels, sort of a body guard. . . . Therefore, I put it up front [on the altar] for all who enter to see. This is one of the strongest helpers.' The Indian of Peace wears an outfit in the Plains Indian style, with a full-feathered headdress, a long-sleeved shirt with beaded breastplate, fringed leggings, and moccasins. Id. at 315 (describing Puerto Rican alter). Note the indigenous culture conflations.
On or around Santell's doubled-tiered altar I counted at least eight different Indian statues, including Indio Guerrero (Warrior Indian). Indio de la Paz (Indian of Peace), Indio Buena Suerte (Good-Luck Indian) and other plastic-cast Indian heads displayed on the walls (Fig. 7) . Santell provides further identification of these Indians. The tall standing figure is a Taino; the Apache wears an apron, carries a bow, and rides a horse. These are the most forceful Indians: 'They can fight any force that is trying to invade someone.' . . . Echoing Flores's explication, Santell indicated that the Congos and the Indians form a distinct category of assistants, and that they both smoke cigars, indicative of their strength and their rural origins. Indians in particular come from the monte (the hills, mountains, or forest). Id. at 319-20 (describing another altar). dimension, made more explicit in the coming centuries, will serve the African slaves in Cuba more than their Spanish-Catholic masters. The extinct Indian, personified by el indio Hatuey, will become, within the pantheon of AfroCuban relations (Santería 31 and palo mayombé 32 ) an important figure. El indio is now a figure of protection, guidance, and power within Afro-Cuban religious practice. 33 More than that-Hatuey in particular becomes the template for the literary depiction of a Cuban Indianism from which a new form of indigenismo is developed, one grounded on the nation rather than on the Indian from which it arose. Thus the third irony.
But there is a greater irony still. For though the Spanish and thereafter the Cubans sought to claim Hatuey, this Taíno remains an important cultic figure in Cuba for the descendants of the supposedly extinct Taíno of Cuba. And even that Taíno tradition has, in turn, been folded into the construction of a Cuban indigenous culture only within which the Indian survives. 
III. Martí and the Nineteenth Century Literary Tradition 36
The life of Martí, in some respects, parallels that of Hatuey. Both men were outsiders of sorts. Martí was born in Havana, the son of a Spanish soldier garrisoned in Cuba, who thereafter retired to become a watchman. 37 Both served as a model of resistance to aggression from a superior force. Martí was arrested for anti-Spanish activity at sixteen. He was exiled to Spain a year later, where he spent many years. Returning to the Western Hemisphere, he wandered in Central America and eventually found a base in New York, coming back to Cuba three times before his last trip and his death in the War of Independence.
38 Both died in the eastern parts of Cuba fighting for the causes they defended. In their martyrdoms both acquired a certain legitimacy and authority that was used by their successors. And both derived this authority in art through their literary interventions.
Like many people of his time, José Martí, the father of the Cuban independence movement of the nineteenth century, was fond of using a form of the literary trope of the "noble savage" in the service of Cuban political independence from Spain and socio/cultural independence from the United States. The "noble savage" themes were both popularized and turned to use in political theory in the eighteenth century by Rousseau.
39 But the notion of the purity of the savage over the corruption of the civilized has a long history in the West, a culture always as fond of its sentimentalism as it has been of the civilization it enhances despite this nostalgic stance for an unencumbered past.
40
In "El Hombre Antiguo de América y Sus Artes Primitivas", written for the periodical La América in April 1884, 41 Martí used the noble savage binary for a different political effect. Describing ancient humanity and primitive arts, Martí starts by suggesting that primitive art involved more than a love of beauty, it suggested the basic need of human communities to create and overcome ("la expresión del deseo humano de crear y de vencer."). 42 In this form, like its European form, art represented a passion for truth ("La pasión por la verdad fue siempre ardiente en el hombre."). 43 That passion for truth in art is capable simultaneously of multiple levels of expression within any civilization ("En el espíritu del hombre están, en el espíritu de cada hombre, todas las edades de la Naturaleza.").
44
For Indian nations in America, Martí suggested that that blend of naturalism and genius expressed itself in the choice of the places for the expression of their art, choosing those priestly places of Nature ("los lugares sacerdotales de la Naturaleza") 45 without disturbing the natural order. And thus a window into the soul of the Native American character-noble and impatient, with a love of adornment-which express the nomadic character, political immaturity, and literature of the countries of the Americas ("y por ella lucen, y por ella pecan, el carácter movible, la política prematura y la literatura hojosa de los países americanos"). 
49.
Id. at 263-64 ("Not more than nations in the making,-that neither all nations [understood here as ethnos] come into being in the same way, nor are a number of centuries enough for a people to come into being,-not more than nations still in their bulbs were those in which the valiant conquerors were brought in through by the subtle skill of ancient fortune hunters, carrying out their ponderous mechanics work, which amounted to a historical misfortune and a crime against nature.").
50. Id. at 264 ("[T]hese nations could not imagine, like the Hebrews that woman was made of a bone and that man was made out of clay, but that both were born together from the seed of a palm tree.").
51. Id.
Americans if not something like a chalice open to the sun by the special privilege of Nature ("¿Qué es, sino cáliz abierto al sol por especial privilegio de la Naturaleza, la inteligencia de los americanos?")?
47
Every nation (understood as ethnos rather than as demos as was common in the nineteenth century and increasingly common in the twenty-first century), Martí suggests, has its own genius, but only the people of the Americas were able to clothe the natural with easy, brilliant, and marvelous pomp ("sólo al hombre de América es dable en tanto grado vestir como de ropa natural la idea segura de fácil, brillate y maravillosa pompa").
48
And thus to the point: "No más que pueblos en ciernes,-que ni todos los pueblos se cuajan de un mismo modo, ni bastan unos cuantos siglos para cuajar un pueblo,-no más que pueblos en bulbo eran aquéllos en que maña sutil de viejos vividores se entró el conquistador valiente, y descargó su ponderosa herrajería, lo cual fue una desdicha histórica y un crimen natural."
49
Thus the old European binaries-savage-civilized, advanced-barbarous, noblesavage, U.S.-Latin America-are inverted. The rape of nature and the destruction of indigenous culture are conflated. And that rape, that crime against the natural order is foundational-"los pueblos eran que no imaginaron como los hebreos a la mujer hecho de un hueso y al hombre hecho de lodo; sino a ambos nacidos a un tiempo de la semilla de la palma."
50
Crimes against the natural order, that is against the representation of the natural in the human order-the Indian-are cultural as well as political. They implicate the foundations of the autonomy and self-construction of every ethnos. Those who would violate this natural order engage in foundational criminal activity-they rob the world of its richness and diversity ("¡Robaron los conquistadores una página al Universo!"). 51 The implications for Martí that naturally follow-cultural and political liberation-require an affirmation of the indigenous in Latin American culture and a call for the development of that unique culture. But not a return. Rather, the natural (the "Indian" within the reality of Latin America) must be united with its other elements, the destructive and passionate power of the immigrant and conqueror. For what can be more natural or necessary than the union of the two distinct but related elements of "Latinity" in the Americas for the production of a peculiar kind of "offspring"-children that look forward to a future of indigenous Latin America blended from its disparate parts. And, thus, what appears at first blush to be the supreme irony of Martí's discursive stance serves as a literary metaphor for a great political and social project-the construction of a new indigeneity. Here is a man fully the creature of European culture and sensibilities, European educated and North American resident, producing a work of European disquietude with the emptiness of European transplantation to the Americas longing for the "naturalness" of the Indian. Yet that peculiarly European disquietude with the state of society and its aggressive advance on the premature and innocent Indian produces, through the indulgence in all the forms of distinctly European literary/political trope, an inversion. The rape of the naturalness of the Americas, of the Indian, produces offspring that overcomes the crime of the initial union and embodies the union of opposing elements in the creation of a unique and independent people-the new aborigines of the Caribbean in general and Cuba specifically.
Martí elaborates the racial dimension of this politico-ethnographic reverie in an article titled "Mi Raza," written in 1893 for the magazine Patria in New York in 1893.
52
And that dimension is assimilationist and race neutral, understood in the modern sense, but compounded by an underlying mestisaje and mulatería.
The white man, who by reason of his race, believes himself superior to the black man, admits the idea of race and authorizes and provokes the black racist. The black man who proclaims his own race, when in fact all he proclaims in this erroneous form is the spiritual identity of all races, authorizes and provokes the white racist. Peace seeks common natural rights, differential rights, contrary to nature, is the enemy of peace. The white man who isolates himself, isolates the black man. The black man who isolates himself provokes white separatism. 53 
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El hombre blanco que, por razón de su raza, see cree superior al hombre negro, admite la idea de la raza y autoriza y provoca al racista negro. El hombre negro que proclama su raza, cuando lo que acaso proclama únicamente en esta forma errónea es la identidad espiritual de todas las razas, autoriza y provoca al racista blanco. La paz pide los derechos communes de la naturaleza; los derechos diferenciales, contraries a la naturaleza, son enemigos de la paz. GUANTANAMO, Oct. 30, 1998, at 48-53). In Cuba, by contrast, Martí tells the reader, "no hay temor de Guerra de razas" ("there is no fear of race war"). 54 Humanity has overcome race through a mutual sacrifice for the construction of a nation: "Hombre es más que blanco, más que mulatto, más que negro. En los campos de batalla nurieron por Cuba, han subido juntos por los aires, las almas de los blancos y de los negros." 55 Echoing the "passion" of Hatuey here, but without the Indian, Martí conflates blood and sacrifice in the construction of something different from and superior to its parts. This is a very religious exercise. In the Republic of Cuba there will be a coming together in which race will become a matter of indifference and the unity of humankind will forge a single people-culturally and racially indistinct-that is, culture or race will be subsumed within the greater cultural and racial tropes of the Cuban nation. This is indeed a pretty picture, one in which the spirit of indigenismo lies heavy, but also one in which the body of the Indian is missing. An odd circumstance, when, indeed, it was well known that the Indians of Cuba continued to play a pivotal role in the fight for independence from 1871 through 1898.
56 José Barreiro describes the formation and important, and selfconsciously Taíno, role of an Indian regiment in the War of Independence.
57
The fact that the regiment was named the Hatuey Regiment should come as no surprise. The connection, though, likely raised distinct overtones for its Indian members and for the white and mestizo/mulatto elements of "indigenous" resistance to the Spanish. José Martí was well aware of the existence of the Indians of eastern Cuba, the place where Hatuey was captured and burned to death, but also of their ferocity and power. 58 Shortly before he is killed by Spanish bullets, José Martí spends a night in an Indian bohio. He writes in his campaign diary about his native host, Domitila, "Indian woman, ardent eyes, agile and good . . . jumps to the forest and brings in a garden of tomatoes, coriander, oregano, herbs . . . ." "Could it be true," he also writes, upon hearing of the ambush against the Maceos, "that Flor Crombet, Flor the gallant, is dead? . . . that the Indians of Garrido caused the treason?"
59
Martí sought, and the Cuban nationalists were eventually successful in securing, an alliance with the Indians against the Spanish. But even the story of the alliance between Cuban nationalists and Indians is strongly evocative of hybridity and assimilation in the service of the new indigenism. Reconstructed from the correspondence of Cuban revolutionaries in New York 60 (the love-hate relationship between North America and Cuba is deep and complex) the story reflects the contingency of Indian identity and its relationship to other contingent and fluid racial/ethnic identities during the time of the formation of a Cuban ethnos.
Cristina Perez, a midwife of Catalán ancestry but married into an Indian clan via her union to the minor cacique Ramon Ramirez Suarez, was a strong sympathizer with the Cuban cause. She was a collaborator against Spain via her close friendship to young Silverio Guerra Tellez, an Indian descendent from Yateras who would become a commander of the Liberation Army. mountain and her remarkable powers of ceremony, during which sessions she entered trances and spoke with the ancient cemis and long-gone caciques, protected her.
61
Like Fidel Castro a generation later, the pivotal figure in this drama was a double outsider. As a Catalan, her forbearers were outsiders within the social and political hierarchy of the metropolis-Spain. As an immigrant to Cuba, she became part of a dominant colonial group but chose to join with a marginalized and virtually forgotten element of nascent Cuban society, the Taínos. It was as a Taíno that she played a crucial role in Cuban identity. At her insistence, she convinced several caciques to call a meeting of the Taíno for the purpose of allowing her to communicate with the Taíno ancients to declare their will.
62
On the night of May 13, 1895, by the light of an open fire, the ceremony is conducted. An eyewitness, Dr. Luis Morlote, noted her words, which are cited by historian Sanchez Guerra: "Listen," she said in her trance to the assembled chiefs. It was the voice of an ancient cacique speaking: "In the great timepiece of the universe, it is signaled that the hour of Cuban national independence is at hand. Only a few leagues from here one of the most famous generals of the liberation war is encamped, the great Antonio Maceo. I am with him, and since you are with me, I request that, fortified by the memory of the persecutions felt by our victimized race, instead of continuing to war against him, you join his forces, brave and decided, to struggle for the redemption of Cuba, your country, because the hour is near and it is necessary that Cuba be free."
63
Cristina is then said to retire, facing the possibility of death at the hands of the caciques. Instead, "The knock came at daybreak. The caciques were ready with an answer: their contingents lined up before Cristina, armed and ready to join the revolution." 66. Id. at 249 ("He went to Cuba with Diego Velásquez and returned full of horror because even before building houses, they felled trees to make wood for burning the Tainos. On an island where there were five hundred thousand he "saw with his own eyes' those Indians who left: eleven.").
67. Barreiro, Beyond the Myth of Extinction, supra note 56 (citing in part Manuel Rivero de la Calle, "Los Indios Cubanos de Yateras," Cuba Arqueologica, Santiago de Cuba, 1978 Casas suggests an Indian nation necessarily slated for a successful program of genocide. 65 "Fue a Cuba de cura con Diego Velásquez y volvió de puro horror porque antes que para hacer casas, derribaban los árboles para ponerlos de lena a las quemazones de los taínos. En una isla donde había quinientos mil 'vio con sus ojos' los indios que quedaban: once."
66 The Cuban Indian is extinct. For Martí, the extermination was necessary as a truth even if not quite valid as fact. As late as the 1970s, "The Yateras Indian community has been documented by Professor Manuel Rivero de la Calle (Havana) and others. There are other, less studied, enclaves of native population throughout eastern Cuba. In addition, the guajiro folk culture of Camagüey and Oriente regions is deeply steeped in Taíno traditions and culture."
67 Jose Barreiros noted that "[a] very few Indian communities, deep in the highest mountain valleys, did manage to survive in isolation in Cuba for nearly five hundred years. These are the communities of Caridad de los Indios and others in the Rio Toa region." 68 Still, truth of the extermination, rather than the fact of the existence of the Indian in Cuba, was a necessary step for Martí in the project of reconstructing the meaning of the indigenous over the Indian, the immigrant and the former slave. Indeed, this is an indigenism that expressly obliterates the Indian from its center. The new indigenous individual is not the Indian or even the Creole: the indigenous Cuban person is the individual who, together with his brothers and sisters, now forms the blended ethnic mix that is self-consciously tied to the land and the political community that arose therefrom in 1898 with Cuba's liberation from Spain. The Cuban nation itself is indigenous to Cuba; there is no one that now precedes it on Cuban soil. Indigeneity is now consciously constructed and the Indian, as a living presence, is subordinated to its cause. 71. Camacho, Etnografía, política y poder, supra note 69 ("From Martí's previous commentaries of North American Indians, the reference work of Lamar and his translation of Ramona [two North American authors of work on Indian assimilation], it can be deduced that he, like those reformers, advocated education and work as means for assimilating Indians to the cultural hegemony of North America and the West. He sought to incorporate them with some They are to join the black and white races in the construction of a new race-the Cuban race.
Yet, as we have seen, the Indian is far from forgotten. El Indio Hatuey remains a central figure in Cuban culture and politics. But he remains a figure now transformed and outside. He and his culture are powerful precisely because they have been deemed to disappear. To think back on them, to draw from them, to admire them, is to do so from a distance. This is precisely the stance that key Cuban authors like Martí take. This is an Indianism made possible by the absence of Indians. Indigenism, as moved on, had been reconstructed from the remnant, now necessarily fused together to create a new people-the Cuban nation. The remaining Indians must make the ultimate sacrifice in imitation of el indio Hatuey-they must sacrifice their identity in the formation of the new indigenous population of Cubans inhabiting the island.
Modern commentators have criticized this stance. One has sought to place it in the context of Martí's position on the question of the future of North American Indians. 69 Analyzing an 1885 essay of José Martí on the North American "Indian Question," 70 Jorge Camacho draws out Martí's sympathies for an assimilationist approach to justice for Indian peoples.
De los comentarios anteriores de Martí sobre los indígenas norteamericanos, el informe de Lamar y su traducción de Ramona se deduce que este, al igual que los reformadores, proponía la educación y el trabajo como formas de asimilar al indio a la cultura hegemónica occidental y norteamericana. Pedía incorporarlos con urgencia a la nación y sacarlos de las "cárceles" en que los tenían. Prefería verlos como un elemento "útil, original y pintoresco" dentro de ella a que fuesen tratados como prisioneros o fieras. 
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urgency to the nation and to take them out of the prisons [the reservations] in which they were kept. He preferred to see them as 'useful, original and colorful' elements within the nation than treated as prisoners or savages."). 72. Martí, On the Indian Question, supra note 70, at 196. 73. Thus he notes the discussion by then Secretary Lamarr suggesting that [t] he Government may remove to the Pacific Islands the two hundred Apaches who are a constant source of trouble in the state of Arizona . . . but it is imperative to attract, once and for all, to a definitive civilized state the 200,000, the meagre 200,000 Indians, some already quite advanced, who live inserted among the white states, who are progressing under the present guardianship system, at a cost to the Government of some four to seven million dollars a year . . . Id. at 194.
74. Camacho, Etnografía, política y poder, supra note 69.
Camacho views, with some distress, the nation-building project of Martí, at least as applied to the issue of North American Indians and their relationships with the majority population. Martí's Indianism-understanding Indian culture as natural, passive, immature, and incomplete, which can only be perfected in an assimilation through union with the other inhabitants of the land-strikes Camacho as a means to extinction.
And so it is. For Martí, like many others of his time, the Indian might appear an artifact in places like the United States (and Cuba). This artifact required a cultural assimilation within the body of the people of which Indians formed a part.
Thus, educated by teachers of his own race, attached lovingly to his labor on land which is definitely his, helped rather than bloodily mocked by his conquerors, assured of peace and the benefits of property, reconciling the customs of his race with a civilized life, uplifted by an instructed mind, the Indian will endure-a useful, original, picturesque element among the people who interrupted the course of his civilization and wrenched from him his land.
72
That artifact required naturalization-a sort of extinction for the greater national good in which, by tragic circumstances, the Indians find themselves.
73
For Martí, however, that extinction is a necessary predicate to the creation of a new nation, a new indigenous people, on the island. It was the act that gave meaning to the sacrifice of el indio Hatuey. Yet it is also incomprehensible in the North American context from which Martí's Indianism may have been influenced, one in which Martí enthusiastically embraced the assimilationist perspective of American turn-of-the-century reformers in his own work. 77. "Las razas europeas aquí trasplantadas sienten ya, en sus hijos argentinos, los efectos de la adaptación a otro medio físico, que engendra otras costumbres sociales. . . .Viviendo juntos a ellas, las razas inmigradas adquieren hábitos e ideas nuevas, hasta constituir una varedad distinta de las originarias." Id. at 328.
78. "Estas ideas que todos habéis pensado antes de eschucharlas hoy, premiten precisar una conclusion: una nueva raza argentina se está formando por el conjunto de variaciones sociales y psicológicas que la Naturaleza argentina imprime a las razas europeas adaptadas a su territorio." Id. at 328. Indigeneity was not so much a matter of race, though race provided a foundation for the basic divisions of human society, but work and culture. Id. ("Dos fuerzas sociales concurren a ello: el trabajo y la cultura. Son los sillares de la raza."). Ingenieros notes that when he speaks of race, "hablamos de 'raza' para caracterizar una sociedad homogénea cuyas costumbres e ideales permiten diferenciarla de otras que coexisten con ella en el tiemp y la limitan en el espacio." Id. at 307.
79. Id. at 321-23; see also MANUEL ANTONIO ZULOAGA, NUESTRA RAZA Y LOS PROBLEMAS DE POSGUERRA EN LA ARGENTINA 67-73 (1943) (in which the Indian disappears).
80. INGENIEROS, supra note 76, at 312-17. Speaking of the colonial era, Ingenieros noted that Moreover, Martí's vision-spiritual, drawing on Christian archetypes and fusing disparate elements into a whole requiring the assimilation of its parts-presents a very different picture from that painted in other parts of Latin America at the same time. For turn-of-the-century Argentines, at the very moment that Martí is recasting the meaning of the indigenous, the production of an indigenous race carries a completely different meaning.
75
Argentine indigeneity is also the product of the connection between individuals and the land through which native institutions and connections are created to the point where the residents acquire a connection to each other that is greater than any connection to other groups. 76 Once self-consciousness of difference, tied to the land and the institutions that its conditions produce, is attained, peoplehood arises-the demos of a state is its indigenous population-land, people, power. 77 But, this is possible only among certain races-principally the white race.
78
Blending produces weaknesses, the acquisition of the worst traits of all of the individual components-unless there is meant to be blended the various peoples of European stock.
79 For non-white races, the less desirable tropical regions are the only place on earth where Nature has decreed they might survive-and perhaps even prosper in their own way.
80 "El clima, además de dificultar la adaptación de los blancos europeos,
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[e]n la zona intertropical las razas blancas fueron prácticamente inadaptables, mientras que las de color estaban perfectamente adaptadas. Por eso han sobrevivido las razas indígenas, en la casi totalidad del territorio; los pequeños núcleos de blancos se mestizaron con mujeres de color y se refugiaron en PERU (1981) . Yet this exercise may not be as easy as it seems, even within somewhat isolated communities. "Given their advantage in force, it is not surprising that aspects of the colonizers' value systems have become hegemonic, so that the stigma attached long ago by Europeans to 'Indianness' has worked its way into 'Indian' selfconsciousness as well." Thomas Abercrombie, To Be Indian, to Be Bolivian: 'Ethnic' and 'National' Discourses of Identity, in hizo prevalicer los caracteres autóctones en la mestización y permitió la persistencia de grandes masas indígenas (desde Méjico hasta Bolivia)."
81 And for the Indian, either mestizaje or oblivion was the only response to the European colonization.
82
For Mexican and Peruvian indigenistas, on the other hand, the notion of indigeneity was equally complicated but pointed in the other direction. For them, the focus was on the social and cultural roots of the pre-Conquest Indians.
83 "In the case of Brazilian Indigenism, actors took different stands and disputed who had the right to speak with authority on indigenism, as well as who had the right to act on behalf of the Indian peoples."
84 Within this complex of difference, the mestizo posed a particular problem-either the embodiment of the best or worst of the two races blended. But that discussion of blending suggested racial immutability that tended to place the Indian below the mestizo and the mestizo below the white colonizer. 85 Yet, for all that, and to the extent appropriately trained, "America will owe its future to the fusion of races, and civilization owes its future advances to this intermixing. The
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86. Id. at 168 ("América deberá su provenir a la fusion de razas; la civilización deberá sus adelantos futuros a los cruzamientos. El mestizo es la esperanza del progreso.").
87. See, e.g., Juan Montalvo, Indios, EL ESPECTADOR, Paris (1887), reprinted in CONCIENCIA INTELECTUAL DE AMÉRICA, supra note 41, at 141 (Carlos Ripoll ed., 1966) ("Decirle a un negro: 'Eres libre", y seguir vendiéndolo; decirle a unindio: 'Eres libre", y seguir oprimiéndolo, es burlarse del cielo y de la tierra. Para esta infame tiranía todos se unen; y los blancos no tienen vergüenza de coloborar con los mulatos y los cholos en una misma obra de perversidad y barbarie.").
88. For a useful account, see JEFFREY L. GOULD, TO DIE IN THIS WAY: NICARAGUAN INDIANS AND THE MYTH OF MESTIZAJE, 1880 -1965 , at 228-63 (1998 . Even the "Frente Sandinista was . . . incapable of understanding both the limitations and extent of their great achievement: the creation of conditions for radical change in the countryside through the destruction of the Somoza regime." Id. at 266.
89. Thomas Abercrombie nicely noted the complications: Bolivian 'Indians' and their 'cultures' may be, as successive national regimes have had it, either the salvation of the nation or the principal obstacle to its development, but the images of them entertained in rites . . . will be at the heart of national development-and the development of a national identity as well as a multitude of 'ethnic' identities within the nation-for many years to come, especially as the 'Indians' they purport to represent come increasingly to adopt the Other's Other as their own internal demon. Thomas Abercrombie, To Be Indian, to Be Bolivian: 'Ethnic' and 'National' Discourses of Identity, supra note 83, at 123. mestizo is the hope of progress."
86 For Euro-Ecuadorians, the notions touched on liberation rather than unity formed out of mixture. Indeed, mixture was viewed suspiciously as treason to the lower ordered part of the mix (whether African or Indian). 87 The complexities of the indigenous, the mestizo, and the European continued to play complex roles in the structuring of Nicaraguan society through the 1960s, and its importance to the Sandinista Revolution of the late twentieth century. 88 For all the variety, in each of these conversations the Indian stands apart from white, black, mulatto, and mestizo. The dialogue reduces itself to differences within singular political orders. 89 Martí, then, in the construction of Cuban nationality (and the indigenous) is somewhat unique in Latin America.
IV. Fidel Castro and the Transcendent Through the Absent Indian
The tradition of indigenismo, filtered through the story of the Indio Hatuey, is especially powerful after the Cuban Revolution of 1959. Fidel Castro powerfully deploys the imagery of the Indian Hatuey, but now for a very precise set of purposes the Indian makes an appearance as a ghost-a figure of foreshadowing and a symbol that can be lived now only through the nation. HISTORIOGRAPHY (1998) . "The chronology of the war was brief. The naval battle of Manila Bay commenced at dawn on May 1 and was over by the early afternoon, a total of seven hours. Six weeks later U.S. armed forces landed at points along the southeastern coast of Cuba wholly unopposed, first at Guantánamo Bay on June 14 and eight days later at Daiquiri and Siboney." Id. at 21; see also id. at 11, 86-87. It is an easy step from the lyrical cultural naturalism of Martí's eclogue to the nationalist post-colonial rhetoric of Fidel Castro.
The most interesting example from which I draw is a 1985 speech commemorating the start of the Cuban Revolution.
90 "July 26 marks the Día de la Rebeldía in Cuba, commemorating the failed attack on an outpost barracks by Fidel Castro and his band of rebels against soldiers of the Batista regime. That failed attack marks now the beginning of the Cuban Revolution whose victors continue to administer the Cuban state."
91 That attack has significant geographic resonance to hundreds of years of Cuban history-a history that Castro chose to conflate in his reconstruction of the Cuban nation. The attack took place in eastern Cuba-mountainous, far from the capital and the center of Cuban Creole civilization, and the usual killing ground for control of the island since the time of the first Spanish invasion in the sixteenth century.
92
The territory thus marks "sacred ground" for three germinal events in Cuban history: the conquest, the War of Independence, and the 1959 Revolution. And it was those ties that Castro sought to bind together. Fidel first establishes a connection between land, struggle, and the man, situating him both within and outside his Indian-ness.
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93. Castro Ruz, supra note 90. In the original the passage reads: En esta región, nuestro pueblo empezó a luchar, en primer lugar, contra los conquistadores. Como dije recientemente en la Conferencia Sindical, el más pacífico pueblo del mundo era el que habitaba en esta isla cuando llegaron los conquistadores; los aborígenes, totalmente desarmados, totalmente pacíficos, no obstante, ofrecieron cierta resistencia y un nombre figura en nuestra historia como el primer luchador por nuestro país, el del indio Hatuey. Según la historia, procedía de la isla de Santo Domingo -creo que así la llamaban entonces-, donde se habían asentado primero los conquistadores, y fue el primer luchador, el primer jefe y el primer mártir de nuestra patria. . . . Castro Ruz, supra note 90. I use the word "homeland" for "patria." I am not sure that there is a good word in English for the word "patria." Either fatherland or homeland (less gendered but losing the gendered flavor of the original) comes closest.
In this region, our people began their struggle, in the first place, against the conquistadors. As I recently related at a Labor Conference, the most peaceful people on earth were those who inhabited this island at the time that the conquistadors arrived, the aborigines, totally unarmed, totally unwarlike, who notwithstanding were able to offer a certain resistance and a name that figures in our history as the first warrior for our country-that of el indio Hatuey. According to history, he came here from the island of Santo Domingo-I believe that was the name for the place then-where the conquistadores had first established themselves-and he became our first warrior, our first leader, and the first martyr of our fatherland.
93
The template described that a connection with Cuban nationality, a connection outside of Indian-ness but within a new kind of indigeneity, is needed. It required a connection between the ghost of the Indian and the spirit of the new state. Thus, Castro continues:
Much later, when there emerged what can be called Cuban nationality, the population of this region had an active role in the first war of independence from 1871 in which Cuban forces, lead by Maceo, Máximo Gómez and Moncada, penetrated this area, an area full of slaves and coffee plantations, and waged intense and successful battles against Spanish forces.
When that war, which had lasted ten years, was renewed in 1895, in this very eastern zone of the country served as the point at which the hero of our independence, José Martí, disembarked in the
94. Id. In the Spanish the passage reads as follows: Más adelante, cuando ya surge lo que pudiéramos llamar la nacionalidad cubana, la población de esta región tiene una participación activa en la primera guerra de independencia, desde el año 1871 en que las fuerzas cubanas, dirigidas por Maceo, Máximo Gómez y Moncada, penetraron en este territorio, que estaba lleno de esclavos y cafetales, y libraron intensos y victoriosos combates contra las fuerzas españolas.
Cuando aquella guerra que había durado 10 años se reanuda, en 1895, por esta zona oriental del país se produce el desembarco de José Martí, héroe de nuestra independencia, en compañía de Máximo Gómez, una de las figuras internacionalistas más prestigiosa de la historia de América Latina, como había sido también internacionalista en nuestro concepto el indio Hatuey, que, procedente de Santo Domingo, luchó en nuestras tierras. Ellos sembraron simientes de internacionalismo. Castro Ruz, supra note 90. company of Máximo Gómez, one of the most renowned internationalist figure [s] in the history of Latin America, in the same way that the indio Hatuey had been an internationalist in our conception, who coming from Santo Domingo, fought in our lands. These men planted the seeds of internationalism.
94
The Indian has become the internationalist warrior. The ethnic warrior has become the expression of internationalist solidarity against subordination on the political plane. Hatuey and Martí become objects, bodies serving to contain the expressive elements of their actions, as perceived ("en nuestro concepto") by the indigenous people of Cuba-the aggregation of people who no longer considered themselves Spaniards. Hatuey, reduced to spirit, serves a changing community and is incarnated in different forms. His Indian-ness is lost within his internationalism and the mestisaje that together constitutes the Cuban nation ("cuando ya surge lo que pudiéramos llamar la nacionalidad cubana").
Castro drives this last point home. Having articulated a position for strong national defense, he describes the size and strength of the Cuban armed forces. He then continues:
I believe that for our Latin American friends, this information that I provide, that is no great secret, is very important. But we have more arms and we will continue to arm the people, organizing and preparing them for battle. Everything is organized, and prepared for the defense of their fatherland are all of the people even though there are insufficient weapons to arm them all. These are no longer
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95. Id. In the Spanish the passage reads as follows: Creo que para nuestros amigos y amigas latinoamericanos este dato que les doy, que no constituye ningún secreto, es muy importante. . . . . Pero tendremos más armas y seguiremos armando al pueblo, organizándolo y preparándolo para luchar. Organizado está todo, y preparados para defender su patria están todos aunque las armas sean todavía insuficientes. Ya no son los tiempos del indio Hatuey, ni son los tiempos aquellos en que vinieron a pasear aquí oportunistamente, al final de nuestra guerra de independencia; ahora hay un pueblo consciente, organizado, patriótico, combativo, bien preparado que no le tiene miedo a nada ni a nadie (APLAUSOS).
Id.
96. The symbolic character of the Indian within the body of the new indigenous population of Cuba was emphasized by studies that continued to suggest that if Indians existed at all, they were limited to a few vestigial racially mixed families that had lost any connection with a pure and authentically Indian past. For a critical perspective, see José Barreiro, Indians in Cuba, 13 CULTURAL SURVIVAL Q., Fall 1989, at 56, 58 (vol. 13, no. 3) , available at http://www.hartfordhwp.com/archives/41/014.html [hereinafter Barreiro, Indians in Cuba] .
As recently as 18 June 1989 . . . , a Cuban historian. Marta Rey, asserted that the Indian families are limited to two families. the Rojas and the Ramirez. . . . Rey proclaims the Indian families are too racially mixed to be called Indians, and states, with unwarranted rigidity, "There are no absolutely legitimate Indians left in our country." Id. at 58 n.2. the times of el Indio Hatuey, nor are they the times when, at the end of our way of independence, there came others to stroll through here opportunistically; now we are a conscious people, organized, patriotic, combative, well prepared, who are afraid of nothing and no one.
95
Thus we come full circle. The Americans have become the Spanish conquistadores. The Spanish have disappeared as progenitors, having spread their seed throughout the Americas. The Indians have become mother (consider the gender implications of the role of Christina Pérez in the War of Independence) to the Cuban nation. Though the Indians have disappeared, their spirit suffuses the nation. 96 The mistakes of the past will not be repeated; there will be no defeat at the hands of modern imperialist or colonialist forces. The new native peoples of Cuba have learned from the sacrifices, betrayals, and immaturity of the original natives. The national successors of the Taíno, the Cuban nation as a whole, of which the few Taíno remaining form a blended part and from whose experiences and sacrifices they will profit, will manage the island better than their original predecessors. In this context, what is indigenous becomes a contingent category, whose defining characteristic is
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bound to the territory of the island and its culture. Even an Argentine can become an indigenous member of the Cuban community. Martí makes it possible for Castro to elaborate an indigenous community without Indians. Within this new national-indigenous elaboration, the Dominican Indian Hatuey is reborn as the Argentine expatriate-Che Guevara.
V. The Indigenous Community Without Indians
Hatuey has been transfigured. From a Taíno cacique from Hispaniola (Hayti) seeking to preserve the control of Indian peoples over their lands, he has become the first Cuban-foreign born warrior and martyr, whose blood sacrifice ties him not to the Indians of Cuba but to Cuba itself. In the hands of Castro as a link in a long Cuban literary tradition, Hatuey becomes an internationalist revolutionary. The savage made noble by his sacrifice has been transformed into the sum of the idea of his life, for those Indian peoples who came after him were substantially extinguished. The Indian is a foreigner who came to fight for the defense of a nation with which he feels some solidarity (in his case ties of blood-broadly and anachronistically conceived). His greatest gift was his death. For only through his martyrdom was he able to provide his spirit to the cause of internationalism and the defense of territorial space for the people who occupy it consciously as a nation-not the Indians, but the Cubans, of which the Indians may constitute a part, or suffer the fate of the Spaniards.
Hatuey thus became bound up in the figure of Martí. But he is also bound to the spirit of the Catalan Indian woman Christina Pérez. All were foreigners of sorts. Hatuey came from the destruction of Santo Domingo to warn his fellow Taíno of the danger that was coming in the form of Spanish aggression. Pérez also came to Cuba from a land in which its people thought themselves subject to a foreign power, and she absorbed the ways of the people among whom she settled. Martí, though born in Cuba, long lived in exile from the island of his birth and came from the United States to fight against the Spanish and warn the Cubans of the danger lying just to the north. Each landed in Oriente province. Each died there within a short time of landing. Two died fighting and the last was prepared for that sacrifice. And that death lent authority to the meaning of the lives lived, to be tended by acolytes who would use those lives, and whatever writings were produced, to advance the ideas from each in a manner suitable to the times. Hatuey and Martí, stripped of flesh and the inconveniences of their own contextual shortcomings-one an Indian seeking the expulsion of everything foreign, the other a failed man of action doomed to wander as a stranger in the lands of his enemies, enemies
